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Ethereal is an exhibition of four emerging artists curated by Lex
Barrie. The exhibition presents artworks relating to the curatorial
theme of individualization through the purity and beauties of our
world by artists selected from the Toronto Outdoor Art Fair
Emerging Artists roster. 

Emerging Artists by Emerging Curator Exhibition



The term Ethereal is described as something of a delicate and pure nature, too
perfect for conception within our material and imperfect world of contemporary
practice. What an ethereal being lacks in substance however, it is revived in the
form of culture, language and experience by creating connections, emotional and
physical with other human beings. It is said that perfection comes from within the
eye of each beholder, making each of us the guides of our own versions of what
beauty, purity and imagination are. The emerging artists of Ethereal guide us
through their various experiences of their own dark times and life experiences of
trial and error, which led them to the current stages of their professions. 

Acting as guides, the artists showcase their own ethereal interpretations creating
connections between cultures, experiences and times periods. Moments in time are
precious and the connections we make in that short period cannot be taken for
granted. We may never see perfection across all standards, but we can learn from
and through the experiences of all, to feel our own ethereal moments.



Artists
Marc Bourgeois

 
Over the course of the COVID-19 pandemic, Marc Bourgeois integrated a vast array
of physical materials to create the stunning illusion of cloud-like sceneries within
his works. As a photographer, Marc reached out via social media to interested
models who, joining over Zoom meetings, were able to be captured from their
homes in various situations or poses. In an effort to continue his journey of
creation, Marc set out to match and bring to life the coloured images of his mind in
his printed works.



Neuroplastic Makeover
Gicle on Acrylic
40 x 60" 



Flatbed Narcissus
Gicle on Acrylic 
40 x 60"



Onward
Print on Archival Paper
12 x 12"



Digital Sunshine
Print on Archival Paper
12 x 12"



Intermission
Print on Archival Paper
12 x 12"



Comfy Struggle 
Print on Archival Paper
12 x 12"



Fireworks
Print on Archival Paper
12 x 12"



In Real Life
Print on Archival Paper
12 x 12" 



Cloudy
Print on Archival Paper
12 x 12"



Shevon Lewis

Shevon Lewis began his art practice from a very young age, using it as an outlet for
coping with mental illness and trauma. In visually communicative paintings, Shevon
uses astronomy and physics as symbolic references to ideas of change, growth and
moving away from the darkness of mental illness. He is continually striving for a
sense of “beauty” that, he states, is still under development.



Immersion into the Subconscious
Oil on Canvas
30 x 40" 



A Timeless Entanglement
Oil on Panel
20 x 24"



Held in Superposition
Oil on Canvas
8 x 10" 



Sealed Chamber
Oil on Canvas
12 x 16"



Within the Veil
Oil on linen mounted on ACM
8 x 10"



Sandamali Angunawela

Sandamali Angunawela uses her practice to engage with personal relations of
having been born and raised in a third world country. Her pieces speak to the
passion and pride she has for the culture she represents, using her works as a
streamline to connect with viewers and other artists of all walks of life in social
events, festivals and fairs.



Life Lived
Graphite and Colour Pencil
23 x 30"



Still Mind
Graphite on Colour Pencil
13 x 16"



Window to the Soul
Graphite and Colour Pencil
44 x 24"



The Other Side
Graphite and Colour Pencil
22 x 17"



Water Girl
Graphite, Colour Pencil and India Ink
12 x 15" 



Holi
Graphite, Colour Pencil and Charcoal
29.6 x 43"



Namaste
Graphite and Colour Pencil 
13 x 15.7"



Eye Spy
Graphite and Colour Pencil
9 x 12"



Unconditional Love
Graphite, Colour Pencil and Charcoal
22 x 28"



This is Us
Acrylic on Canvas
48 x 48"



The Gift
Acrylic on Canvas
40 x 30"



Ren Lonechild

Ren Lonechild speaks to his immediate family’s connection to art, having been first
inspired to draw by watching his father, a well-renowned Saskatchewan artist from
the Cree nation. Through a series of experimental phases, Ren has gone from working
with comic book characters and studying anatomy to taking inspiration from the
bright colours of acrylic paints and making visual sense of his “bombarding mental
images”. Ren is driven by the socialization of art making and connecting with
audiences far and wide via social media, always searching for another medium to
express his creativity through. 



Earth Mother Earth
Acrylic on Canvas
30 x 24" 



Truth and Reconciliation
Acrylic on Canvas
11 x 14"



Lazy Day
Acrylic on Canvas
16 x 20"



Mother Bear 'Skoden'
Acrylic on Canvas
24 x 24" 



Sister Wolf
Acrylic on Canvas
30 x 24"  



Untitled (Little Moccasins)
Acrylic on Canvas
12 x 9"
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Marc Bourgeois’ photography captures moments of flowing or
dissolving paint and blends it with human textures in a sometimes
playful, sometimes sombre way. Human expressions emerge from a
mixture of abstract slurps and splatters. The broader narrative is an
ongoing investigation of the fragmentation, identity scrambling,
narcissism, disconnection, and reality-shuffling typical of our digital
era and its various likenings to a virtual reality simulacrum. Marc
Bourgeois studied visual arts at Université du Québec à Montréal
and at University of Leeds (UK), and commercial photography at
College Marsan in Montreal. After working as an editorial and events
photographer for five years, he showed a first series of artwork
during an exhibition called Reflexions, which led to participation in
other exhibitions and art fairs.
 
Shevon Lewis is a Toronto based Sri Lankan-Canadian Artist. He is a
graduate of the OCADU Illustration Program, and currently works
there as a Sessional Instructor teaching Painting. Shevon uses
traditional representational oil painting techniques to interrogate
human conditions. His observational paintings map an ecology of
lived experiences and archetypes expressed through individuality
and transnational society, holding the painterly gesture as part of
the process of healing and elevating the human spirit.



Sandamali Angunawela is a self-taught artist originally from Sri Lanka. She began drawing in
2020, shortly after being laid off from work due to the pandemic. While merely trying to find
ways to fill up her time, her journey as an artist was brewing. She had her first showcase in
April of 2022. It has since been an incredible year filled with numerous art shows and
interviews to awards and even a newspaper feature. She is fascinated and inspired by the
human struggle in developing countries and their incredible resilience in the face of so much
hardship. It is something very close to her heart as she was born and raised in a third world
country. All her pencil drawings are done using graphite, colour pencils and charcoal. She
also loves to paint the human body, and thinks that it is in its’ purest form, when devoid of
clothing. She finds beauty and emotion in its contours and movements and tries to capture
and portray this ‘Body Language’ in every acrylic piece she creates on canvas.

Ren Lonechild is a Cree artist from the White Bear reservation in Saskatchewan, who started
drawing at the young age of 3. Having a father who is a professional artist, he grew up
around art. He also became interested in comic books, drawn to the colourful images of the
super heroes and the action sequences. He studied the techniques and the styles of the
illustrators that he would eventually adapt into his own work. In 2016, Ren decided to try his
hand at painting and already having over 30 years of drawing experience, he caught on
quickly. This launched an exciting new chapter in his life which led to two art shows and
numerous sales. Shortly after, he met Johl White Duck who founded R.U.N. “Red Urban
Nation Artist Collective”, a collective of indigenous artists who create murals around
Toronto which led to working with R.U.N. and Street Art. Today Ren still paints, draws, ever
evolving and expanding his style, subjects and mediums.



About the Curator
Lex Barrie (they/them) is an undergraduate student of the Criticism and
Curatorial Practice program at OCAD University. 

They have curated in-person group exhibitions at the Ada Slaight Gallery
and co-curated a group, virtual exhibition in collaboration with the Ontario
Society of Artists (OSA), the Archives of Ontario and OCAD University titled,
“The Archive of Merit: From OSA to OCAD”. 

Having worked with Propeller Art Gallery for over a year on various projects
and exhibitions, they gained valuable experience in the art of curation and
design. They acted as the coordinator for the latest “West Queen West Art
Gallery Crawl”, in collaboration with 8 Toronto contemporary art galleries,
including Propeller in July of 2022. Lex is also a writer for ArtToronto.ca, a
Toronto art magazine covering exhibitions across the city. 

Their latest curated exhibition, Ethereal, was put together in collaboration
with the Toronto Outdoor Art Fair (TOAF) and will be showcased at Propeller
Art Gallery from February 15th – March 5th 2023.




